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Editorial:
Grand

Jury
Whitewash

"agitators" for ''deliberate criminal
conduct." The jury also said "Those
who were present as cheerleaders and
onlookers, while not liable for
criminal acts, must morally assume a
part of the responsibility for what
occurred."
The grand jury implies that the
four students were in some way
"cheerleaders and onlookers,"
simply because they were . in the
vicinity of the guardsmen when shot.
Yet newspaper accounts have told us
the four students were going to class,
and in no way were participating in
strike demonstrations.
Divergence in small details in two

__,

_______
Is This the Year of the Republican?

reports is a common occurence, no Commission stated that even though
matter how well researched they are. some students acted in a violent,
The large issue is not the small criminal manner, and other.s were
details but rather the standard Ohio ' ' dangerous, reck 1e s s and
procedure of using live ammunition irresponsible," the "indiscriminate
in riot control. The President's firing of rifles into a crowd of
Commission stated live ammunition students and the deaths that
must never again be used on a college followed were unnecessary,
cqmpus. The Ohio grand jury unwarrented and inexcusable."
endorsed the use of live ammunition.
The grand jury investigation, after
In spite of lack of training in a riot we have weighed the facts at hand, is
situation and normal human thus nothing more than a whitewash
nervousness, the Ohio guardsmen ~f~the inexcusable practice of taking
should never have been allowegpt6 live ammunition to a university
carry loaded guns onto a capfpus campus. Under no circumstances
where there was no indicatiofi that should it be allowed to happen again.
students were armed. The President's
Sarah Laidlaw

GOP hlopes to Defy Tradition by Winning Senate Majority
By DON BURGE
This is the year of the
Republican,
At least that is what President
Nixon would like to believe.
It is the year the Republican
Party hopes to defy tradition by
winning a majority in the Senate
andmaking substantial inroads on
the huge Democratic Party
majority in the House.
More than this, however, it is
what the Republicans hope will be
a year of re·alignment. The second
step in the emergence of a new
Republican majority. The first is
seen as Nixon's election two years
ago.
Not Traditional
But if it is to be that the
Republicans will need nothing
short of a miracle. Tradition holds
that the party which controls the
White House usually loses seats in
an off-year election. Never have
the "ins" won as many as the
eight seats the Republicans need
to gain in order to win absolute
control of the Senate.
But this is not a traditional
political year.
For one thing, two
independents-both win a good
chance of winning-are running
for the Senate while at least one
third party candidate may also
win. Secondly, for the first time
in recent years an incumbent
senator is being attacked by his
own administration. And final!~·,
an inordinately high number of
those Senate seats being contested
are currently held by Democrats.
The independents, senators
Tom Dodd of Connecticut and
Harry Byrd of Virginia, m·e both
Democrats who have fallen out of
sorts with their own party. Both
have been staunch supporters of
the Nixon administration's war
policy and if re·eleeted will
probably vote with the
Republicans to gain control of thl'
Senate leadership.

Pity The Poor Kidnaper

'Unacceptable'
The 15 Potage County, Ohio,
residents who sat on the "grand
jury" which absolved the Ohio
guardsmen of guilt in the deaths of
four Kent State students, certainly
would make a good public relations
team for the state. Considering that
some residents of the state screamed
"more students should 'a been shot"
during the national strike last May,
the verdict perhaps was to be
expected. However, coming on the
heels of the President's Commission
report, which at least placed equal
blame for those four useless deaths
on guardsmen and students, the
grand jury absolution was a surprise.
Labeling the Kent State students
participating in a rally on the campus
(protesting the U.S. invasion of
Cambodia) a "riotous mob" which
did not disperse when ordered,· the
grand jury indicted 25 students and
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pride in a University acting in this
way? That is constructive public
relations.
Secondly, there are a great many
undesirable points in our athletic
program. But I feel that enough
changes can be made to make a
highly important program more
relevant and desirable to a larger part
of the University community. The
redeeming aspects of intercollegiate
athletics far outweigh the
condemnable, and they are too
numerous to be dealt with here.
When this University's students can
begin to unite on such internal issues
as these, we will begin to be an
effective and powerful force in more
important affairs.
MikeWoelk

Homecoming
Confused
To the Editor:
Paul Fleck's editorial, "A New To the Editor:
It seems to be quite confusing and
Park?" was a welcome addition to
even
hypocritical that Sam Taggard
The Lobo in that it presented an
alternate opinion to an issue which and Frank Lihn are attempting to
has heretofore not received exposure ruin Homecoming. Both are students
to a student body which holds both who have done much work for the
views. Although I support Sam students at UNM? I do believe that
Taggard's Homecoming position, it is their efforts to do away with
also important that The Lobo, Homecoming are unbecoming and
considered by the community to be can be- disastrous to the University.
I don't feel that Homecoming is
the voice of our students, present the
an
activity that is irrelevant to the
views of differing University
University community. It is first of
factions.
Concerning Fleck's comments-It. all good public relations with the
is a regretable and unnecessary state Albuquerque community. Secondly,
of affairs when this academic body a $1400 investment in Homecoming
must satisfy the twisted "ideals" of a should mean money from alumni to
few to avoid absorbing financial use in areas which Lihn and Taggard
cutbacks. Anyone who considers a feel are so vital. Have they ever
three-day superficial celebration for thought that if we, as students
support the alumni, then the
about seven percent of our student
body as essential to financial support alumni will support us? Support us
not only monetarily, but in our
certainly does have twisted ideals.
efforts
and in times of trouble. Lihn
It is unnecessary to maintain an
antiquated tradition when we could has stated that he has other
use that money for the betterment priorities. This is fine. Why don't he
of either the entire student body or and Taggard get to work on them? If
some part of the community. What if they are opposed to having
our student Senate were to allocate Homecoming, then let's work it out
the funds for Homecoming toward for next year. Then those who want
the repair pf a wind-damaged house to participate can plan it on their
of a Valley family totally· unable to own.
I think it is sad · and quite
meet the cost? What legislative body
could not, at least as a group, feel unfortunate that they used Student
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'We pay you $500,000,
you take the hostages
and we get 100 yards
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Court as a way of getting Taggard to
run for Homecoming queen. The
argument used is that Homecoming
Committee is not a duly constituted
committee. Rally Committee is such
a committee. I was chairman of this
committee last year. Homecoming
Committee is a sub-committee of it.
This summer I talked with Eric
Nelson and he assured me that I
would be chairman again this year.
But it seems like my appointment
has been conveniently delayed and
may not even be considered. The
same people who neglected to form
Rally Committee took a case to
Student Court basing their case on
the fact that there was no Rally
Committee formed. Sound
ridiculous? So does the Student
Court System now. Had Rally
Committee been formed, their case
would not have held ground.
Lihn has publicly asked for all
students to work together. I, too,
wish for such an effort. But for such
action to take place, Lihn has to do
more than merely ask for it. The
actions he has taken towards
Homecoming haven't been those
conducive to someone interested in
the students and the University. I
know many Greeks that want to
support Lihn wholeheartedly. He
and Nelson are our elected heads of
student government. Give us a
chance to work individually and with
you. Don't pull us any farther apart
than we are now. Show us that you
are truly interested in the University.
TomTabet
Relevance of Traditions
To the Editor:
The "relevance" of Homecoming
is being questioned. Traditional parts
of campus life are being re-examined.
What is happening to all our
"cherished" customs; why aren't
they relevant today?
The college world of 1970 is a
sophisticated one. It moves,at a fast
pace, and students learn to sink or
swim. The student can no longer
hide underneath an academic shell.
He must get involved with the world
around him because both national
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and international affairs personally
affect him. As the student does get
socially involved, he finds the values
that meant so much to him before
no longer hold any meaning for him.
Take an old tradition like
Homecoming. Originally it was a
highlight of campus life: a time when
everyone put up displays and got
into the "spirit." Homecoming was
once thought of as the students' way
of "bridging the gap" with the
community. Actually, it only caters
to a minority; the UNM alumnai.
What about "bridging the gap" with
the Mexican-Americans, the Indians
and the many other groups that
populate the Albuquerque
community? Homecoming is
certainly not geared to the students;
so hasn't it really lost its purpose?
What about traditional parts of
campus life such •as cheerleaders?
Who ever heard of a school without
cheerleaders. But, how effective are
they? It used to be that people went
to games for the "spirit" of it; today,
they go for the "sport" of it. If the ·
crowds cheer, it is only because the
Lobos have merited it, not because
the cheerleaders have aroused some
school spirit. Why not spend the
money we students pay to send them
to cheerleaders' clinic on some of the
projects which Frank Lihn suggested
in his article?
Finally, the Greek system,
probably the most representative of
the traditional college life, needs
re-evaluation. This way of life is
dying; certainly rush the past few
years is an indication of this. The
Greeks offer friendship and a sense
of unity. But I think the potential
strength of their group effort is
misdirected. All the Greeks seemed
to unite during the Homecoming
controversy this year. But wouldn't
it make more sense for them to unite
to "bridge the gap" between the
students and the community? This
could mean a step toward breaking
down some of the barriers among
students themselves.
Campus traditions must change
with the times or they will be lost in
the tide of social relevance.
· Krisii Holmnson

The third party candidate with
a good chance of winning is James
Buckley from New York who is
running on the Conservative Party
ticket. Buckley is a registered
Republican and is therefore sure
to vote with the Republicans,
Radical·Liberal
And it is one of Buckley's
opposition, Republican Sen.
Charles Goodell, who has drawn
the ire of the Nixon
administration, Goodell has been

Haynsworth and Harold Carswell,
both of whom were defeated by
narrow mare:ins.
As an example of the rarity of
Agnew's attack on Goodell it
must be pointed out that the last
similar attack came in the 1930's
when President Franklin
Roosevelt tried to purge the
Democratic Party-with almost no
success-of those senators and
representatives in his party whom
he felt.were deliberately thwarting

also been at odds with members
of their party but they have
nearly always stopped short of
trying to defeat them.
No Real Test
It is probably, however, that
the Nixon administration saw
little chance for Goodell to win
anyway, and, therefore, an attack
on him proved their sincet·ity in
trying to rid the Senate of all
"radical-liberals" regardless of
party affiliation.

called everything from a
Democrat to a "radical-liberal" by
Vice President Spiro Agnew for
Goodell's stands on the Vi~tnam
war and his opposition to
Supreme Court nominees Clement

his New Deal legislation.
But even Roosevelt limited his
opposition to incumbents to the
party primaries and did not
c hallengc them in the general
election. Other presidents have

The underlying reason,
however, appears to be thai since
both Goodell and Democratic
candidate Richard Ottinget· are
both liberals they would split the
vote and allow Buckley to gl't in.

The polls, however, show Ottinger
is still maintaining his lead in
heavily Democratic New York.
Finally, with so many
Democrats up for re-election it
looks like a natural philosophy to
expect them to lose seats. Many
of the Democrats running this
year were first elected in 1958
during the Eisenhower recession
and were then returned on the
strength of Lyndon Johnson's
landslide victory in 1964.
Republican thinking is that
they never really been faced with
a real political test and that when
they are many of them will fall by
the wayside.
.,.
But there is a recession again
this year and the stumbling state
of the nation's economy will
probably be the key factor in
most races. With rising
unemployment rates and
inflationary prices foremost in
many voter's minds such issues as
the Vietnam war (which Nixon is
undeniably de·escalating} and
ecology are taking a back seat
except in some localized races.
Still another side issue, that of
law and order (with or without
justice), has apparently lost much
of its effectiveness for the
Republicans since 1968. Making
the streets safe was one of Nixon's
chief campaign issues two years
ago but the crime rate has steadily
increased since he took office,
despite the passage of some very
stringent anti-crime legislation.
To counter this Nixon has
admitted the crime rate is still
climbing but that things are
improving because it is climbing at
a slower rate than under the past
two Democratic administrations.
Whether or not the voters will buy
this pitch remains to be seen.
Any any rate, the law and order
theme is really effective only in
local races with state-wide races
(Continued 011 page 3)

NEV\1
IVIEXICO
Vote Bill Constitutionality Shaky Admits Gov't Lawyer
WASHINGTON (UP!}- The
government's chief lawyer
conceded to the Supreme Court
Monday that "it's a very close
question" whether Congress has
the constitutional right to lowc>r
the voting age to 18 by simple
legisIa tion.
Despite the doubts t>xpressed
by President Nixon when he
signed the bill Jum• 22, Solicitor
General Edwin N. Griswold
argued for Uw government against
thosP challenging the Jaw on

grounds that change in voting age
could only be made by
Constitutional amendment.
As the high court opened
arguments on the validity of the
law, Oregon and Texas, two of the
states opposing it, said the court
would "run tlw risk of replacing
constitutional libertv with
Congressional liberty" if ft upheld
the law.
Griswold, jingling thE' change in
his pants pocket, recalled that
Nixon ordered Attorney General

John N. Mitchell to seek a prompt
court test and told the blackrobed
justices: "So I am here and I and
my associates are endeavoring to
support the statute as vigorously
as we are able."
The law also banned literacy
tests in 15 states as of June 22
and requires that all states limit
residency requirements in
presidential elections to just 30
days, effective in 1972.
One attomey, arguing against
the constitutionality of the

Three Others Seized Thus Fm·

Ke11t St. Sttident President Arrested

I'

KENT, Ohio (UPI}- The Kent
State University student body
president, a sociology professor
and two former students were
arrested Monday on indictments
handed down by a special state
grand jury which investigated the
fatal shooting of four Kent
students last spring.
Student Body President Craig
Morgan, 21, Upper Arlington,
Ohio, was arrested on a charge of
second-degree riot by sheriff's
deputies as he sat in the campus
student activities center.
A Kent State spa kesman
expressed shock that Morgan, a
political science· senior, was
among those indicted.. He said
"This is the first indication we
have ever had that Craig was
involved at all in the disorders,
and truthfully, we are a little
shocked."
M oJ'itll n was a r.ritl~ tte'<l in
Porta!lt! "<Jounty Comrnort :Pleas
.Court -Monday and enter.~ fil{>lea
of innoeent. The judge refused a
request ·by Morgan's attorney. that

Tuesday, October 20, 1970

the student leader be released on
his own recognizance and otdered
Morgan held in lieu of $1000
bond.
Morgan's indictment was the
result of incidents that occurred
May 4, officials said. They did not
elaborate.
Jerry H. Rupe, 22, Ravenna, a
former student being held in
Portage County Jail, was charged
in the indictment with arson,
assault and striking a fireman,
interference with firemen at the
scene of a fire,. and first·degree
riot.
· ·
Rupe was transferred from the
Stark County Jail where he was
serving a three-month sentence on
a conviction of possession of
narcotics.
·
The charges against Rupe.
apparently stemmed from the
burning '()f a Kent ROTC building
last May' '2, two days before four
stud~nts were killed and nine
wounded by Ohio National
Guardsmen.
·

Thomas S. Lough, 42,
surrendered at the Portage County
Courthouse in nearby Ravenna,
accompanied by an attorney.
He pleaded innocent to a
charge of inciting to l'iot and was
released on $5000 bond.
Conviction of the charge carries a
maximum penalty of $1000 fine
and one to three years in jail.
Richard C. Felber, 21, Akron,
Ohio, who dropped out of Kent
last fall, was served an arrest
warrant in his cell at the Portage
County Jail where he was awaiting
transfer to the Mansfield State
Reformatory on a drug selling
conviction.
He was sentenced to 20 to 40
years on· the drug charge.
F.elber was indicted on charges
pf. first degree riot, attempts to
burn property, assault and striking
a fireman, and interfering wlth a
fireman at the scene of a fire:
· The c h~ug~s against Felber
apparently also grew out of the
burning of the ROTC building.

18-year-old vote law, called the
justices' attention to a clause in
the measure which would allow
the court to deal separately with
the age provision or the literacy
and residency provisions, if it
wished.
Griswold also told the court
that the three problems, while
very similar, do not "necessarily
stand or fall together."
Formally dressed in a black
morning coat and vest and striped
pants, the white-haired former
dean of the Harvard Law School
candidly admitted that "age may
be the most difficult of the thre<'
provisions to support."
But Griswold met every
argument head on and cited the
court's own long history of
opinions in both election and
other law to support his
atgument. He admitted to being
troubled by the age of 18 but
said, "I finally resolved it in my
own mind."
The 18·year-old vote provision,
which takes effect next Dec. 31, is
estimated to give some 10 million
additional persons the vote. Only
two states-Georgia and
Kentueky--·now give 18·year·olds
the franchise.
The basic argument in Congress
for lowering the age was that
18-year-olds are drafted to serve
in the armed forces, are old
enough to work and pay taxes, to
marry and should be given a say in
the nation's electoral processes.
Griswold relied on the
enforcement clause of the 14th
amendment that Congress may
enforce M:Ual protection of the
laws "by appropriate legislation."
Griswold,bad to agree with .Justice
Hugo L. B.lack, however, that
without that clause, "I don't

think we would have any ground
to stand on at all."
To Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger's question if the
government would support a law ·
giving the vote to 1 O·year-olds,
Griswold s::tid that in such an
event-even for 5-year-olds--hc
would rely on the wisdom of the
high court.
Arguing for both Oregon and
Texas, professor Charles Alat1
Wright of the University of Texas,
warned the court not "to replace
ou.r system of Constitutional
federalism with Congressional
federalism."
"The i ssuc is whether the
historic concept-that this
country is a federal union in
which state and federal
governments share
power--Whli'ther that concept is a
failure," he said. "It has nothing
to do with whether 18-year·olds
will vote or not. That plainly will
come.H
The court before hearing an
open round of ot·al arguments on
the law lowering the voting age to
18 years of age took these other
actions:
-Agreed to hear the appeal br
Vince F. McGee Jr., who claimed
he was illegally classified 1A and
convicted of draft evasion after he
mailed his partially burned draft
card to then President Lyndon B.
Johnson,
-Accepted for review the
conviction of a New York art
dealer accused of dishonoring the
American flag by a window
display which converted the flag
into a sex symbol.
The Court agreed to decide
whether the federal gun control
law violateg the Constitution by
subjecting individuals to possible
self-incrimination.

Research
Los Alamos Will Have World's Only Meson Accelerator
An $83,693 government grant
awarded to the University Medical
School from the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW), could lead to a dramatic
advance in the treatment of
cancer by radiation.
The grant will be used by the
med school for the planning and
preparation of a processing center
for patients planning to use the
$55 million Los Alamos electron
accelerator for the treatment of
cancerous tumors.
Los Alamos' meson accelerator
is the only one of its kind in the
world and through the
preparations of the Los Alamos
physics facility and the UNM med
school will be instrumental in
pioneering a new cure for cancer.
The cancer treatment• unit of

Chevron Grant
Rodney Loewen, UNM
chemical engineering senior, has
been awarded a $500 scholarship
by Chevron Oil, Western division.
Chevron also awarded a $500
grant to the UNM chemical
engineering department.

Dames Club
The UNM Kappa Chapter of
Dames will meet Wednesday night
at 7:30 in Union, room 231-E.
Annual initiation of new members
will be conducted. There will also
be a demonstration of flower
<lh-angements by Casa De Flores
Florist.

the accelerator is to be completed
in 1972, but it will be a significant
period of time before cancer
victims and other patients can be
treated.
The object of the grant is to
allow the med school to, "get the
ball rolling on the medical
applications of the meson
facility," said Robert E. Anderson
of the school's department of
pathology,
UNM is the ideal location for
the processing and preparation of
patients coming into New Mexico
to use the facility.
Meson accelerators are scarce.
There are only three others in
existence, none of which will be
as powerful as the New Mexico
facility.
The Los Alamos accelerator is
10 times more powerful than any
of the other facilities. The others
are located in British Columbia,
Switzerland and Russia.
Because the meson facility .in
Los Alamos is so powerful,
nucleur particles will be able to
reach a tumor deep in the body
and destroy it without nearby
health tissues.
Louis Rosen, head of the Los
Alamos Meson Physics Center,
said the medical school should
eventually handle the
management of the patient load,
including the selection and
scheduling of patients. The grant
would provide the funds so that
planning for such an assignment
could be made.

Rosen added, "Hopefully this is
only the first phase of many such
grants."
The money is also expected to
be used for familiarizing medical
personnel around the state with
the development of the facility.
The grant will allow the
medical school to hire some
qualified personnel required for
the new project. A radiation
therapist and other consultants
will be retained to offer their
advice on preparing a treatment
program for the patients.
Robert Stone, dean of the
medical school is the planning
director for the project. Working
with Stone on the initial planning
will be Charles Key, associate
professor of pathology and head
of the center division of the
school, and Jon Shoop, chief of
the medical school's division of
nuclear medicine.
Themedical school, working on
early plans with the New Mexico
Medical Society, has appointed a
liaison committee to keep the
state medical membership
informed.
The committee believes the
most significant implication of the
new grant is the potential for
expansion of the med school's
programs in the cure of cancer
could prove to be unlimited.

OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES

town ••. the girls swooned over his

1. On on official entry blank, {or
paper) write your nome and oddreS$
and fill in a caption.
2. Moil yaur completed entry to "The
Man," P.O. Box 1, Blair, Nebraska
68008.
3. Entries must be postmarked by midnight November 30, 1970 and received
by December 10, 1970.
4. Best caption wins o two-bedroom
ski chalet or beach house which will be
selected by The Arrow Company, and
will be erected ot a site within continental United Stoles chosen by the
winner. The Arrow Company will pro·
vide up to $5,000 to pay site and
installation costs.
5. Entries will be judged by the D. L.

great looks and his suaveness. He had
more marriage proposals than any
matinee movie idol •• ~ and often went

booting with his favorite "heorllhrob"
Mabel Normand. The artist, J. C.
Leyendecker, created this fictional hero
and his admired features.
What are tho bright, way-out, up·
tight words they're using?
Just send us your deathless (deadly!)

prose - and we'll send you this
22" x 28", full·color poster of the
Arrow Collar Mon. Simply write o
caption, fill in your name and address,
post it (that's Arrow's way of saying
moil it in) and the full-size poster will
be sent to you by return tnail.
They might have said: "Are you sure
this is the way to Woodstocklll" .••
or, "I thought the Titanic was unsink·
oblelll" What do you think!
If you have a real mercenary slreak,
send in several entries -the odds are
better to win a twa-bedroom ski chalet
or beach house.
A panel of judges (hired at groat cost
in Washington) will select the best
entry .•. ond if you win, you'll feel
like leaping tall buildings in a single
bound. If you're the BIG winner, you'll
bo notified by moil. No experience
necessary) Everyone wins! Apply nowl

Blair

Corporation,

on

I

City

.

ip

.

The fate of three joint
ASUNM·GSA referendum
questions, postponed because of a
Student Court injunction last
week against all ASUNM
elections, is still up in the air.
The three referendums concern
the possibility of time off before
the November state and
congressional elections, a survey
of student body feeling on the
conduct of the Indochina war and
a mock state and congressional
election.
Student Court has no

NIKOLAIS
DANCE THEATER
Tuesday, October 20-8:15 p.m.

Tickets .$(i.50, fi.OO, 5.50, 1.50, 3.50

f
State

plan from the catalog. They
cannot afford to go back because
they are so far away from home
and to stay they have to put forth
more effort-like an extra job."
Ali also questions the ruling
because "we foreign students pay
state taxes, sales tax, most types
of tax the saml' as students from
other states. In that sense we are
taxpayers."
The non-resident tuition
problem affects approximately
350 foreign studl•nts on the UNM
campus.

jurisdiction over GSA and since
the refcrtmdums were joint issues,
special provisions would havl' to
be made, Chief Justice Jon Facl'y
explained last week.
Student Court placed the
i nj unction against AS UNM
l'lections until Senate "legislatl's
the procedures and regulations
governing all elections."
The referendum qUI'stion
concerning time off to campaign
before thl' November elections
offer students three choices: to
close the University for one week
prior to the elections, the week to
be made up before the Christmas
break; to have the week before
election free of exams and
quizzes; or to function normally
during that week.
The referendum on the war
asks students to choose the option
that best reflects their attitude:
the war must end immediately
with troops being removed as fast
as physically possible; the Nixon
administration is following the
only t•ealistic course to end the
war; pursue a course toward final
victory; or no opinion.

I
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UNM Student with Activity Cards
Y2 PRICE
Tcl.-277-3121

Here's all you have to do to insure
the fall of America:

olympra
RestauRant
& lounqe
4110 Edith N. E.

Daily Specials

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505)
277-4102, 277·4202

NEW TI'IEXICO WBO

of 23 "political" prisoners-imprisoned separatists-and the
payment of $500 000 ransom in
exchange for Cros~. But Tn.ldeau
has l'efused to go further than
offer Cross' captors free passage
to Havanna in exchange for the
Briton's release, and release on
pamle for five of the 23 prisoners.
The FLQ's goal is to make
Quebec Province an independent
nation of their own. The peaceful
separatists, the Parti Quebecois,
got 24 percent of the popular vote
in the April provincial elections.
A helicopter stood by to carry
the kidnapers on the first leg of
the journey to Cuba if they
turned Cross over to the Cuban
consul on a bridge over the St.
Lawrence River, who agreed tcr;
hold him until the captors land in
Cuba.

Mid-Term Grades
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resolution supporting Trudeau's
decision to outlaw the FLQ and Pal·ty, which had opposed
continuing his extraordinary Trudeau last week reversed itself
in the aftermath' of· Laporte's
powers until April 30, 1971 unless killing.
they are revoked earlier by
Bloodstains, clothes food and a
Parliament.
quantity
of FLQ lit~rature was
Membet·s of Parliament fmm all
parties applauded loud and long found in the bungalow which
police located on an anonymous
when Trudeau repeated on the tip.
floor what he had told the nation
"We are certain this is where
Sunday night on television-that
he was determined to stamp out Laporte was held and that he may
the "small band of twisted men" even have died here" said
who sought only to provoke hate. Sgt.-Det. Albert Lysacek 'of the
Only members of the So(!ialistic Quebec Provincial Police.
. Discovery of the suspected
New Democratic Party (NDP)
opposed Trudeau's action. NDP h1deout intensified the hunt for
leader Thomas C, Douglas taxi driver Marc Carbonneau 37
contended it was possible to deal teacher Paul Rose, 27 and cdbbi~
with terrorism "while at the same Jacques Lanctot, 25 in
time preserving our democratic connection with the two political
kidnapings. The three have been
institutions."
identified
as police as suspects.
The opposition Conservative
The FLQ demanded the release

Following
the
recommendations of an ad hoc
faculty committee, the academic
deans have eliminated the need to
submit mid-semester grades to the
registrar for courses numbered
100-299.
The deans cited the findings of
the committee on student
a~ visement for eliminating
mtdterm grades. The committee
reported that less than 50 percent
of University College students
pick up their mid-semester grades.
Vice President for Academic
Affairs Chester Travelstead in
releasing the deans' statement
emphasized that this does not
alter the "continuing
responsibility for faculty to be
able to advise students of progress
in their courses."
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independent

being pegged to other issues such
as that of the cost of feeding and
clothing the family.
Thoughtless
The administration, however
claims the economy has noV:
begun to turn around and that at
any rate inflation is the fault of
Democratic spending in the last
two administrations and the
thoughtless appropriations of the
current Democratic controlled
Congress.
But such events as the current
United Auto Workers' strike
against General Motors the
year-old massive layoffs of
aero-space personnel and the more
recent limited layoffs of defense
personnel as the Vietnam war
winds down belie that argument.
Unemployment is continuing to
rise and inflation, if not getting
any worse, is not getting
perceptibly better. And it is that
on which Campaign '70 will most
probably turn.

Student Court Questions
U Referendums' Legality

"His Compositions Overcome The
Boldest Science Fiction of Our Times."
-Belgrade Politi!w

I
.

becoming a resident. But
MacGregor (J. C. MacGregor,
director of admissions) doesn't
agree," Ali said. "He told me to
become a resident I must first
apply for an immigration
visa-permanent status. This
would take two or three years to
come through,
Ali questions the ruling partly
on the grounds the catalog does
not state it applies to U.S. citizens
only.
"Foreign students don't know
this doesn't apply to them. They

•

(Continued from page 1)

Alien Contests Tuition Fee

Present

....___ --------------------------THE MAN- P.O. Box 1, Blair, N.~braska 68008
1
I

Last week's Newman Center
production dealt with the problem
of dmg·abuse.

Politics.

THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMI'ITEE

judging organization orr the basis of
(o) humor (b) originality [c) interest.
6, Contest open only to college students. Decision of the judges is final.
Duplkoto prizes will be awarded in
the event of o tie. No substitutions for
any prize offer. Contest is subject to
oil Federal, State and local regulations, Winner will be notified by
mail. BE SURE TO PRINT YOUR NAME
AND ADDRESS CLEARLY AS EVERY
ENTRY RECEIVES A COLLAR MAN
POSTER.
Send entries to:

Nam
A~~

The Angels Were ...

By MIKE FEINSILBER
In Washington, D.C., the state
MONTREAL (UP!)- An
department
said it has cautioned
aroused Canadian Parliament
Monday overwhelmingly backed U.S. diplomats in Canada to take
the government's invoking "special precautions" against
extraordinary police powers for kidnapings.
An American, former U.S.
t~e next six months if need be to
Consul
Harrison W. Burgess, had
Wtpe out the French separatist
terrorists who hold one hostage ?een marked as a kidnaping victim
m an alleged FLQ plot foiled by a
and assassinated another
police
raid last June. Cross was
In Montreal, police· found a
apparently
seized instead.
green-and-white bungalow on a
I~
the
aftermath
of Laporte's
quiet, tree-shaded suburban street
Where they believed slain slaymg_ Saturday night, opposition
provincial Labor Minister Pierre faded m Ottawa to Prime Minister
Laporte had been held and may Pierre Elliott Trudeau's
suspension of many civil liberties
have been killed Saturd~y.
under
the War Measure Act.
The police considered the find
His action gave police and
a major break in the search for
the Quebec Liberation Front troops the power to arrest
(FLQ) terrorists who seized without charge, hold without bail
Laporte on Oct. 11, five days and search without warrant.
By a vote of 190 to 16 the
after they seized British Trade
Commissioner James R. Cross, House nf r:ommons appro;ed a
who is apparently still alive.
The search for three identified
kidnaping suspects focused south
of Montreal following the
d!scovery of the suspected
htdeout. Police intensified the
manhunt despite Cross' warning in
a handwritten note-perhaps
dictated by his captors-that "the
FLQ will not give up and I will be
the first death."

Pays S525 DesjJite Y(~ar's Residency

An out-of-state student
affected by higher tuition may
declare his intention to become a
resident of the state after one year
and thereby take advantage of
lower in-state tuition, but no
matter how many years a foreign
student is here, he still must pay
$525, non-resident tuition.
The catalog defines a resident
"for tuition purposes" as a
student "who shall have
maintained a bona fide residence
in the state of New Mexico for at
least 12 consecutive months
immediately preceding his or her
registration or re-registration in
UNM and who can provide
evidence satisfactory to the
University of his or her intent to
retain residence in New Mexico."
The University Admissions
0 ffi ce sees this definition as
implying U.S. citizenship in that
"a resident of another country
cannot be a resident of New
Mexico."
But Basharat Ali, a graduate
student from Pakistan, maintains
residency for tuition purposes and
residency for civil purposes are
different.
"What we foreign students
want is residency for tuition
purposes like other students."
"Any foreign student can write
his intent of becoming a resident.
Intent is not the same as
Back in the early 1900's the Arrow
Collar Man wos the wildest man about

Montreal Police Discover
FLQ Hideout

e
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Employment Level Lowest in 10 Years

·] obs for U. GradUates Scarce
(Editor's Note: This is the first
of a two·part series discussing
economic conditions in the state
and nation and their effects on
opportunities available to
University graduates entering the
job market.)
By BARBARA MORGAN
Clean-shaven, short-haired
engineering or business
administration bachelor degree
holders are the most likely UNM
graduates to get professional
employment upon graduation this
year-and their chances aren't
exactly rosy.
Maxwell H. Campbell, director
of the TJNM placement center
•said, "This year employment is
drastically lower than at any time
in the 10 years I have been her~."
Campbell reviewed the statistics
of total piJcement reported to the
center during the last two years.
He said, "For the years 1967·68,
reported placements in both
professional and parttime jobs
were 3697, in 1968·69 there were
only 3064. That's a drop of 633
jobs obtained. This year we are
doing basically pretty poorly."
Campbell said, "Some of the
larger local companies who may

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry
Counselor Always on DUly
2106 Central S.E.
247.()836

Try Our GRINDERS - Fine
ltulouA SuAdt·Jiches
Ill D' Harvard S .E.
243-6369

and insurance companies are
looking, but few others interview
libel·al arts graduates,"
Campbell admitted,
"Interviewers won't tell students
if their physical appearance keeps
them from being considered for a
job." Liabilities to student job
seekers are beards, IPOUstaches
and long hair. He said, "The
clean-shaven student gets the jobs
but the companies won't admit
that." Campbell added the future
of the student is dependent on the
aesthetic judgment of the
company interviewer. He said, "If
an interviewer doesn't like how a
student looks, the kid's
application will never get past
him."
Tough All Over
"Looking for a job in
Albuquerque means a lot of door
knocking, 0 pportunities just
aren't here."
Viewing the nationwide
situation, Campbell's comments
outlined a grim picture. He said,
"We're now in a bad recession
that has affected us greatly. Many
of the big recruiting companies
have quit coming. They have
Many of the companies prefer canceled for this year. 45
to hire bachelor degree students interview dates made by
and train them further within the companies have been canceled in
company. Some, like Sandia November alone."
At a convention of recruiters
Corporation, send many of their
employes back to school if they recently, Campbell said the
' feel the need to further educate general atmosphere was
the new personnel. Companies depressing. He commented,
hiring college graduates are "Everyone felt it was the worst
"looking for engineers, employment year since 1957."
For the student who is lucky
accountants and business
administration graduates for enough to have the qualifications
professional jobs," said Campbell. I oo ked for by the remaining
The demand for liberal arts recruiting companies on campus
students has dropped far below this year competition for the
the moderate to poor job market available jobs will be tougher than
available to technically trained ever. Campbell said, "Most of the
graduates. Very few companies remaining recruiters scheduled to
are interested in liberal arts interview students already have
graduates. Campbell said, "A full schedules. Many students will
couple of outfits like retail stores , be completely left out."
be still looking for a few graduates
are; Sandia Corporation, the·
Atomic Energy Commission,
Mountain Bell Telephone, Public
Service Company and Bank of
New Mexico.
He said, "They prefer bachelor
degree level people for their
purposes."

kopy karner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other loeotions in Winroek Center,
247·4406
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

$CASH$

Mad Mad World Funniest Movie Ever

World
News
By United Press Internatlonal

Only l Mid East Cease-Fire Extension
President Anwar Sadat warned Monday Egypt would agree to only
one extension of the Middle East cease-fire and then only on condition
that genuine political contacts toward a peace settlement are made.
Foreign Minister Mahmoud Riad said the current cease-fire
arrangements no longer existed.
The Ismelis also hardened their political line in preparation for the
Middle East debate in the U.N. General Assembly demanded by Egyot.
The cabinet, meeting in Jemsalem, said Israel will continue to observe
the cease-fire "on the vasis of reciprocity" but would not take ·part in
peace talks until Egyptian missiles allegedly introduced i the Suez Canal
standstill zone since the Aug. 7 truce have been withd~awn.

NAACP Files Suit
WASHINGTON-The National Association For the Advancement of
Pe?ple ~ile~, a _federal court suit Monday charging the Nixon
admmistratiOn With willful ... calculated" failure to cut off funds to
schools which refuse to desegregate under the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
Joseph Rauh, an attorney for the NAACP Legal Defense Fund and a
former chairman of Americans for Democratic Action said
enfor~ement u~d.er th~ Johnson administration was inadequate b~t that
the Nixon admimstratwn was not even trying.
The U.S. District Court suit asks for an order to force the
Department of Health, Education and Welfa1·e to cut off federal aid
money. t? sc;hool districts which fail to comply with Title VI of the
1964 Civil Rights Act by desegregating their facilities.
Colo.r~d

Nixon Answers Hecklers
KANSAS CITY, Mo.-President Nixon, talking back to youthful
hecklers, said Monday he agrees with those who shout "end the war"
and called his own plan to stop the Vietnam conflict "the most
genero~!s proposal in international diplomacy."
In his two-day campaign swing, the President also touched on a
theme of seeking "a full generation of peace"in the world and
denounced terrorists in Canada and elsewhere.
.At P!OP stops in North Dakota and Ohio before his arrival in
Miss?~ri t? sp~n? the nig~~· Nixon spoke baclt to hecklers while
detaJimg his pohcies toward the road to a just peace in Vietnam" and
the return of American troops.
In a statement at the Kansas City airport, Nixon praised Missouri
Attorney General Jphn Danforth as a GOP candidate who "has given
st;ong su,J?port to ou; initiative.s for a just and honorable peace in
VIetnam. . Danforth IS challengmg Sen. Stuart Symington, a leading
Democratic dove on the war.

WEEKLY EARNINGS
Blood Plasma Donors Needed 1

BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
1307 Central N.E.

Tues.-Sat. 8·6

Two U.S. Corporations
Bid for Peace Symbol
WASHINGTON (CPS)- The
U.S. Patent Office has given the
go-ahead to a competition for
commercial trademark rights to
the peace symbol. Two
companies, the Intercontinent
Shoe Corp. of New York and
LUV Inc. are bidding for exclusive
rights to the internationally used
symbol, the upside down "Y" in a
circle with a bar extending
through the fork of the "Y." The
sign originated from the
semaphore code for Nuclear
Disarmament-NO-and was first
used in Britain during the
ban·the·bom demonstrations in
the late fifties.
The sign is now widely used as
an anti-war protest here and
abroad, and has been attacked as
the "anti·Christ" by right-wing
fundamentalists. Intercontinent
Shoe Corp. manufactures leather
goods with the peace sign

ROGER'S DEEP ROCK
501 Yale SE
offers you
20% Student Discount
with I.D.

inscribed. LUV Inc., which has
already officially co-opted "luv"
in its corporate name,
manufactures "boutique-type
high-fashion clothing for the

FCC Head's Remarks
Censored by D.C. TV
WASHINGTON (UPI)Nicholas Johnson, a member of
the Federal Communications
Commission which regulates
broadcasting, Thursday
complained that a television
station had censored his remarks
about the overt sexuality of
commercials.
Johnson was a guest on the
program, "Georgetown University
Forum," aired last Saturday by a
local station, WRC·TV, which
censored a remark he made about
women needing hair spray to look
sexy so they will "get laid."
"For commercial television to
tell me that I can't talk about
what they have done because my
discussion offends their taste is
the h~ight of arrogant irony,"
Johnson said. "It is commercial
television that has rendered
obscene one of the most beautiful
aspects of a meaningful
relationship between a man and a
woman."
"They are telling women that
'getting laid' is the answer to their
frustrations," Johnson contended.
"That's what's wrong with what
they are selling,"
Bmton Bridgens, public affairs
director of WRC·TV, said he
recommended deletion of the

Workshop

junior customer," according
company spokesman.
The trademark would
prohibit use of the peace
except in a brandname
marketable goods.

to a
not
sign,
for

A workshop giving UNM
students an opportunity for
intensive use of conversational
Spanish will be held Saturda~· and
Sunday at the D. H. Lawrence
Rancl1 near Taos.
About 35 students and staff
membe1·s of the UNM department
of modern and classical languages
are expected to attend. The
students are in advanced Spanish
courses.
Spanish and Latin American
discussion topics will be used.
Guillermo Ara, visiting professor
from Argentina, will conduct the
worltshop.

expression "in line with our
normal procedures and policies.
We took exception to a word. We
would have taken it out for any
other participant."
Bridgens said he recommended
the deletion to Tom Para, an NBC
vice president and general
manager of WRC, under the
station's normal procedures. Para
made the final decision.
It was the first time in memory
that anyone could recall
censorship of remarks made by a
member of the federal agency
which regulates broadcasting. The
FCC itself has been most reluctant
over the years to do anything even
hinting at censorship on the
ground this would interfere with
broadcasters' free speech.
Johnson, contending his
irritation at being censored would
not affect his official duties,
issued a four-page statement with
five pages of appendices to
express his concern that the
nation may have "gone so far
toward '1984' that our three
television networks will be
permitted to exercise the arrogant
power of thought control over
pub lie officials trying to
communicate with people about
television itself."
He contended that his remark
was an essential part of a deadly
serious discussion. Even if it had
not been, he said, it still was much
less offensive than the kind of
remarks and scenes that appear
"on NBC's Johnny Carson
Show-or any one of the hundreds
of sex·theme commercials that TV
pumps out unceasingly."
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"Catch-22" will be showing up other's way, all trying to steal the
in Albuquerque before too long. scenes,) The almost-three hom
Most of the critics have raved length is way too long for a good
about it, but I'm afraid a lot of comedy. The plot: the ol' chase
people will inevitably compare it scene. The entire movie is one
with a certain seven-year·old long chase, an updated Keystone
comedy with the former coming Kops gimmick. Lord, that went
out on the short end.
out in the Twenties, didn't it?
Nope. "Mad Mad World"
That's because "It's A Mad,
Mad, Mad, Mad World" has been proves it's just as funny, every bit
recently re·released nationally and as good a comedy vehicle, as it
is playing here at the Lobo was back in the Mack Sennett era,
Theater, and so far no comedy In fact, this is an improvement,
made since then, or for that because the careening chased and
matter before, has been able to chasers are the likes of Sid Caesat·,
touch it. Yes, friends, I'm making Milton Berle, Buddy Hackett,
the critic's deadly "error" of using Ethel Merman, Mickey Rooney,
a super!ative--"Mad Mad World" Spencer Tracy, Dick Shawn, Phil
is The Funniest Movie Ever Silvers, Terry Thomas, Jonathan
Made-because I believe it's Winters, Jim Backus, Peter Falk,
warranted in this case.
Don Knotts, Jimmy Durante,
Justification for superlative: no Arnold Stang, Eddie "Rochester"
other movie is so funny to so Anderson, Carl Reiner, Jack
many people for so long. There Benny, etc.
And old-timers like Ben Blue,
may be other comedies that have
moments in them more hilarious Leo Gorcey, Buster Keaton, Paul
than any one moment in "Mad Ford, Edward Everett Horton.
Mad World," or even many classic And Joe E. Brown, Andy Devine,
comedy moments. And there may The Three Stooges, Lloyd
be some films a specific small Corrigan, ZaSu Pitts.
And more. Honest. Many more.
segment finds absolutely
The script is a good one, but in
u n heatable. But "Mad Mad
World'' is universally the final analysis it is the cast of
appealing-young and old, high characters which make this the
and low IQ, straight and hip, all comedy that tops them all. Give
but perhaps the "ultra·sophisti· these people the script to "The
cated" who will go no further
Teachers Evaluation
than smiling slightly at triple
Students
are needed from the
entendres, can enjoy the hell out
colleges
of
Engineering and
of this movie. And there
definitely is no other comedy that Business and Administrative
sustains itself as does this Sciences to help in Teacher
one-nearly three hours in length, Evaluation.
If i nterested contact Ernest
but the times when you're not
Kilker
at the ASUNM offices on
laughing are brief and far
between. "Complaints" of sore Wednesday between 1 and 3 p.m.,
stomachs afterwards are common. or call 277·4406.
If you hadn't seen the show,
but knew something about it,
History Conclave
you'd swear it was bound to be a
6 UNM students attended the
bomb. Consider: Stanley Kramer Weste~n History Conference in
and cohorts deliberately set out to Reno, Nev. Oct. 7·10.
make the greatest comedy ever.
The students were: Gerald
Decided to use every great Ogden, Gerald Theisen, William
comedian alive, even for the Pickens, Lloyd Krestensen,
non-speaking roles. (Certainly 50 Malcolm Kenyon and Craig
stars can't help but get in each Ratchner.

This is what
we have against
blades.
A shaver that shaves as close or closer than
the new platinum and ch1·omium blades.
99 men tested our Norelco Tripleheader
35T against these new blades. Each shaved
one side of his face with a blade and the
other with the Tripleheader. Our three floating heads fo!Jowed the curves of their faces.
And our eighteen t•otary blades shaved in
every direction at once (that's the way
beards grow).
Blades can't do all this. They're straight.
And that's why seven out of ten men said

the T1·ipleheader shaved them as close or
closer than the new blades.
What's more, the Tripleheader hal:! a
pop-out tt·immer. So you
can get your sideburns straight
and even for a
change •
Now what blade can
compete with that?

13hudda'5
•
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Thislswhat
we have against

other recfiargeables.
A rechargeable that gives up to twice as
many shaves per charge as any other rechargeable.
Our Rechargeable Tripleheader 45CT has
all the :features of our regularTripleheader.
It has three Microgroove">~ floating heads.
And eighteen rotary blades that continuously sharpen themselves to cut down on
bothersome blade replacement. And a hidden pop-up trimmer for neat sideburns and
mustaches.
It also has some special features all its
own. A Shave Counter that automatically
counts your shaves and tells you when to
recharge. A Charge Indicator that lights up
when it's recharging. And, of course, the
Rechargeable can
shave with or
without a cord.
Now what re·
chargeable can compete with that?

The Norelco Trlpleheaders
You can't get any closer
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Ten Commandments" and it
would probably be almost as
,
funny.
I was a little apprehensive that
the movie I thought was the
funniest I'd ever seen when it was
first released, when I was but a
tender teenager, would no longer
appeal to my matured sense of
humor. My fears were groundless.
This movie will stand up forever,
The only time it dates itself is
when Terry Thomas starts ranting
about America's ridiculous
"preoccupation with bosoms.
Bosoms, bosoms, bosoms. I dare
say if American women ever
stopped wearing brassieres, the
whole economy would coll!lpse!"
The line-up outside the Lobo
Theater Saturday night-and it
was cold-was the longest I've
seen in Albuquerque in a long
time. It must have included many
people who saw it the first time
around; believe me, it's just as
funny the second time, especially
if it's been six years or so since
you first saw it. Despite the full
houses it has been drawing,
though, it may only play through
tonight. Maybe it will be
re·re·released in another six or
seven years (like "Gone With The
Wind"), but you don't want to
wait that long. Catch it now.
"It's A Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad
World" is still the funniest movie
I've ever seen.
Charles Andrews

2406 Central SE

,_
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Wyoming's Due -- And Lobos Know It

By ROGER J, RUVOLO
Lloyd Eaton began his ninth
season as head coach of the
Wyoming Cowboys on what is
probably the worst note he could
have-his starting quarterback, a
candidate for All-WAC, died,
The quarterback was Ed
Synakowski, a senior from Utica,
N.Y. and the loss took a
staggering toll on the team from
Laramie. The death of Synakoski
forced a drastic change in the
'Poke offense, especially in the
last couple of weeks, and now,
under Eaton's direction,
sophomore quarterback Scott
Freeman (172), appears to be
coming into his own.
Eaton's simplified offense and
reputedly stern defense will meet
New Mexico next Saturday in
Laramie.
And, the Lobos will be meeting
a team that at first seemed like it
would not get any kind of
performance out of its members
for the rest of the season. But,
that idea has been as well as
disproven, if the last two games
they have played are used as
examples.
Last week, the Cowboys barely
missed beating Utah at Laramie,
and only because All-American
candidate Bob Jacobs, a
placekicker for the Cowboys, did
they lose. Jacobs missed on two
field goal attempts, and the
Cowboys only lost by a four-point

margin, 20-16. They held the lead
for a good deal of the game. A
week before the 'Pokes met Utah,
they traveled to Fort Coliins,
Colo. to meet Colorado State and
came up on the winning end,
16-6.
The defense has given up but
three touchdowns in the last two
games, and the defensive squad
boasts quite a bit of experience.
The defensive formation, the
"Oklahoma" 5-_4-2, will be
basically unchanged from last

Gorman (224), a two-year) e t terman. Mick Carter is the
other linebacker.
Under the Okie defense two
halfbacks often come up to the
linebacking zone. They are seniors
Tom Silvanic (182) and John
Griffin (160). The safety positions
are led by two underclassmen, the
only underclassmen on the
defensive squadron, in Mike
Newton (179) and Bill Gates
( 192). Gates was an All-State
football star for Farmington High
School in New Mexico two years
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll ago.
Starting for the offensive team
on the line are ends Ken Hustad
(215) and Dave Dempsey (175),
both juniors. Tackles are juniors
Conrad Dobler ( 217) and Rick

Lobo

Scouting
Report
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year's top-rated team. In 1969,
the Cowboys gave up an average
of 66.3" yards per game aground,
and were second in the nation in
rushing defense. The front line
will be led by senior ends Rich
Zimmerman ( 184) and Gene
Shehan (200), and by senior
tackles Dan Gleason (230), and
Phil Karpuk (214). Middle guard
is senior Don Meadows (226).
The remainder of the defense is
only a slight bit less experienced
than the front five, ·and they are
led by senior linebacker Tom

Wells (239). At the guard slots are
veterans Bucky Edenfield (220)
and Dennis Binkowski (213). The
center spot is still being disputed
between two players, Dale Pernula
(211), a two-year-letterman, and
Steve Wedepohl (204).
Despite the loss of Synakowski,
the offensive backfield still
remains fairly sturdy, and is led
by the running of junior letterman
Frosty Franklin ( 193 ). Franklin
gained over 140 yards last week in
the 'Poke losing effort to Utah,
and will be starting for the
Cowboys again this week against
New Mexico. Franklin is the
tailback. Flanker is Mike Leake
(160), probably the smallest man
Eaton will start Saturday, has one
letter in footbalL The fullback
staff is loaded with veterans, led
by seniors Ed Kern (202) and
Toriy Carducci (185). Junior Jeff
Howe (208) will probably see
some action Saturday.
At the beginning of fall
two-a-day practices, .Synakowski
was followed by four other
quarterbacks. Senior Wayne Wells
and junior Gary Fox were
eventually beaten out by
sophomore Scott Freeman, who
will probably start next weekend.
Kickoff is slated for 1:30 p.m.
in Laramie. The Cowboys will be
working off a 1·4 record, the
Lobos, 3-2. UNM won the game
last season, a 24-12 Homecoming
victory in Albuquerque.

The bluest blue chip of them all.
Danny Sullivan never made the
baseball team. But because he's
had the right training, you'd be surprised at the number of jobs open
to him.
The nicest part, of course, .is
that another handicapped person is
getting the most out of his life.
However, there's something else
good, too.
Vocational rehabilitation pays.
Every dollar spent to rehabilitate
a person like him-someone with a
physical or mental handicap-will
increase his lifetime earnings by
$35. (Thirty-five taxable dollars

that he earns himself.)
Which is why vocational rehabilitation is good for everybody.
We call our program HURRAH.
Actually, HURRAH stands for "Help
Us Reach & Rehabilitate America's
Handicapped."
When you realize there are five
million handicapped people who
can be helped by vocational rehabilitation, you can see what a big
job is ahead.
If you want to know more about
the job that vocational rehabilitation is doing, and the rich dividends
it pays, write to HURRAH, Box

1200, Washington, D.C. 20013.
Ask for "Rehabilitation-A Blue
Chip Investment." It's free.
Then if anyone ever asks you if
rehabilitation is worth the cost,
you'll know what we at HURRAH
have found out:
From every angle, a human being is the bluest blue chip investment there is.
HURRAH. The State-Federal Program of Rehabilitation Services.
Reac~ & Rehabtlitate
Amer•ca s Hand•capped

Help Us

HURRAH

.i<,:l__

Bob Jacobs

Lobos Hold
Third Slot

In Rushing

Despite a sub-par performance
by the Lobo rushing attack
Saturday against the Aggies, the
Lobos maintained their positions
in the national and conference
statistics charts.
In spite of the slight drop off in
total rushing average to 322.8, the
Lobos still are ranked third in the
category behind Ohio State and
Texas.
Other national stats show the
Wolfpack in 19th place in total
offense. Individually, Sam Scarber
is in the number 18 spot in
individual rushing (96.4 yards per
game) and placekicker Joe
Hartshorne is 11th in kick scoring
( 30 points).
In the WAC, Scarber dropped
from the WAC leadership in per
game rushing average behind Dave
Buchanan of Arizona State, who
did not play against BYU. Not
only did Buchanan (who was the
conference rushing leader last
season) not play, but reportedly
has quit the Sun Devil squad.
Fred Henry maintained his
number three ranking in the same
category and Rocky Long and
Nate McCall arc now ranked seven
and eight, respectively.
In coach Rudy Feldman's
Monday evaluation of the game,
he said that he felt the team was
fortunate in the fact that they
were able to come up with the big
plays and also that New Mexico
State suffered from costly
mistakes.
"Our defense kept them from
breaking anything long," said
Feldman, pointing out that the
longest play from scrimmage that
the Aggies executed was 28 yards.
"We also played our best game in
r<'gard to field position. They
(NMSU) only got possession once
inside the 50, and that was on the
45," he said.
"We thought Rob Winter and
Tod Klein played their best
games. Houston Ross played well
again and so did Jay Morrison and
Dennis Timpe," was the way
Feldman evaluated the individual
play. "And Rocky (Long) played
well enough to earn the best
offensive player nomination to
the conference."
The Lobos have the same two
representatives for WAC honors
this week as last in Long and
Ross. Ross has a good chance to
be the third Lobo to receive WAC
honors for the Lobos, but H. is
likely that Bill Criego of UTEP
wi!l get the offensive award.
Onego passed for 507 ym·ds
against CSU Saturday, the fourth
best passing performance ever
turned in college football history.
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CAMPUS BRIEFS
Day Care Center

The UNM day care center has
openings for 20 additional
children in the afternoon session.
This will bring the total number
of children at the center to 150.
Interested parents should contact
Louise Billo tte, the center
director. Children of students,
faculty and staff are eligible for
day care.
In order to hire a full-time
worker for the infant room, the
center families have agreed to pay
$3 extra per month, raising the
monthly rate for families to $15.
Billotte said that a hot lunch
program will be impossible until
kitchen facilities are available. She
is now waiting for confirmation of
a sack lunch program sponsored
by the Department of Agriculture.

Entringer
Roger C. Entringer, associate
professor in the UNM department
of mathematics and statistics, will
de liver a paper at a regional
meeting of the American
Mathematical Society in
Washington, D.C., Oct. 31.
Entringer, who will also chair a
general session at the conference,
will speak on "Some Extremal
Properties Concerning Transitivity
in Graphs."
The meeting will be at George
Washington University.

Allen
UNM mathematician Richard
Allen delivered a paper before the
annual fall meeting of the Society
for Industrial and Applied
Mathematics in Boston last week.
The paper, on numerical
solutions to mathematical
problems in integral equation
theory, resulted from Allen's
work last summer with Project
Themis within the Bureau of
Engineering Research. Project
Themis sponsored his trip to
Boston to deliver his paper.

Open House
An unusual blue and gold
double star, Albireo, will be the
focus of this Thursday's open
house at the UNM observatory.
The observatory will be open,
free of charge, to the general
public from 7:30 to 9:30
Thursday night. Children under
12 should be accompanied by an
adult.
Parking will be in the UNM
physics and astronomy parking lot
at the corner of Lomas and Yale
NE, The observatory is located on
the north golf course, just north
of the physics and astronomy
building.

Speech, Hearing Conclave

NCF Panels

This year's meeting of the New
Mexico Speech and Hearing
Association will be Oct. 22 and 23
at the Midtown Holiday Inn,
University Blvd. and Menatd,
Along with the panel
discussions, workshops and
speeches, the guest speaker will be
David Yoder, professor in the
department of communicative
disorders at the University of
Wisconsin. He will speak at 2:30,
Thursday afternoon.

Service-Oriented Projects
1 Need Volunteers, Funds

Two UNM engineers
participated in evaluation panels
for the National Science
Foundation last week in Kansas
City.
Marion Cottrell, of civil
engineering, chaired a panel to
consider proposals from civil and
mechanical engineering
departments, while Martin
Bradshaw, of electrical
engineering, worked on a panel
which considered grant proposals
from highly specialized
Rodey Musical
engineering departments.
· The first production of Rodey
The panels evaluate, and then
Theatre, "Oh What A Lovely
recommend
for funding, proposals
War," will open Oct. 21. The
to
establish
undergraduate
musical will be directed by research participation
programs at
Carolyn Sirkel.
colleges and universities. NSF
The production will continue
acts on the recommendathrough Oct. 25, with then
tions.
performances starting at 8:15
Undergraduate research
p.m.
Reservations will be taken at participation plans introduce
the Rodey Theatre box office capable undergraduate students in
from 1 to 5 p.m. weekdays. Call he sciences and engineering to
major research projects under the
277 ..4332.
direction of senior faculty
members. The undergraduates
Prigmore
contribute
not only to the actual
George Prigmore was elected
work
on
a
project,
but also to the
president of the National
theory
of
how
to
attack the
Association for Humanities
particular
problem.
Education. Prigmore is the
UNM has at present one
assistant to the dean of the
undergraduate
research
College of Education at UNM.
participation
project,
that in
Prigmore was elected at the
psychology,
and·
has
had
other
organization's national convention
programs
in
other
fields
in
the
in Cleveland, Ohio, Oct. 7-10.
past.

Agora

(Editor's Note: Listed below
needy groups in Albuquerque and
are a variety of v a!uable, could use outside help.
service-oriented, community
projects which need volunteer
Kappa Kappa Gamma
workers and/or donations from
More people are needed to staff
the student body at large.)
a pwgram which reads to, feeds
and entertains children in the
Alpha Delta Pi
pediatrics ward at BCMC.
Volunteer work with boys from
St. Anthony's orphanage and
Alpha Chi
service in the field of muscular
Volunteers are needed to help
dystrophy is urgently needed.
collect and disseminate reading to
Delta Gamma
patients
at BCMC.
A program providing reading
and studying aid to UNM's blind
Pi Beta Phi
students needs workers. In
Students are being asked to
addition Delta Gamma is
promoting a drive to garner help in collecting games, toys and
books for children, ages 4-14, at
Christmas gifts for Santa Fe's
Institute of the Blind.
BCMC. Pi Beta Phi also needs
assistance for a counseling and
Chi Omega/Tri Delta ·
tutoring program for junior high
These two sororities are
students
and unwed mothers.
engaged in a Christmas project for
Kappa Alpha 'J'heta
Parttime helpers are needed for
work at the Bernalillo County
Mental Health Center.
Students interested in working
with any of the above programs
can do so by contacting the
sponsoring sorority.
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Tuesday, Oct. 20
Senate Finance Committee; Union,
room 230; 6 p.m.
Chicano Women's Organization;
Union, room 250-D; 8 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 21
"O What A Lovely War; " Rodey
Theater; 8:15p.m.
Linguistics Seminar; Anthro 101;
7:30p.m.
Student Veteran Association; Union~
room 250-C; 8 p,m.

The opening date of .Agora,
walk-in counseling center, has
been postponed from Oct. 15 to
Oct. 22. The postponement was
due to a lack of adequate office
space.
Persons who have finished staff
training will be contacted prior to
Oct. 22.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES; 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to Gc
per word and the minimum number or
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in
fuJI prior to insertion oC ndvcrtiscntcnt.
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
150, afternoons preferably or rnnit

Portraits
In

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Natural
Color
from

Vets Association
The Student Veteran
Association will meet in the
Union, room 250-C at 8 p.m.,
Oct. 21.
TWO LOCATIONS:
518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Ago R<>quired

·~---=--

!WG·IJ761. 10/27

$14.00

EROS
ADULT THEATRE

AGIFT FOR HIM

sec
you an}"lllOr(>, g-('t your )mrtrnit made at
Hw Univt:r~ity Photo Service. Wultlo.
10/21
.
UNM AHTISTS what arP you doin<l? Submit your cr<.>atlons for- puhlirntion in the
ThundC'rhird. D{':tdJin~ Oct. 30~ Urn. 205.
Journali>m Bldg. 10/20
'rHUNDJ<;RBIRD literary and art mngnzinc nv('d:; firtion. art, J>O(loiry. etc.
Dl'adline Oct. 30. Hm. 205 Journalism
Bldg.
.---------GOI\1PI.};Tg MIUAGr; and rover now in.
Pick up in H.m. 205. J ourn.alism BJdg4
NOTICEi-A.iL CLASSll'IJ.j"i).A DS-;;;:uot be
in by 3 p.m. to run the foUo~!ng day.

Service

-·--~--

1820 Las lomas

277-5743

2)

I

LOST & FOUND

c--::-----::---·--=FOUND: Man's leather key case. Give
initials on back to claim~ Do~. 2136·2684.
lU/21

ClLA§§KFKED

I•'OUND on camptL' on Tuesday 10!13 black
puppy wHh black collar, cnll 1-865-9964.
10/20

ADVER'"fK§KNG

$20 REWARD for information lcadin" to
return of Red Columbia bicycle, three
speed handgrip J.rcar, SPrial No. 5095152.
Call Mark 877-9181. 10/19

University P.O. Box: 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

3)

SERVICES

TYPING by experienced pt'ofessionnl: rea·
sonnble rates: quick service: 265·6364/2775323. 10/2G

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

DIETING? Get help from experimental
program. l\Ic<ting Wed. 10/21/70 at 5:30
p.m. Mitchell Hall 115. 242-3540 after
6:00. 10/22

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

TYPING--fnst, experienced scrvicc-electric~reasonable. 119 Vassar SE. 247...
2942 anytime. 10/22

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

---:-:--

Hr·:Lt~N. sillC'C Mntnmn won't Jet me

UNM
Photo

518 Central S.W.
Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store New Open, Adult Sooks,
Magazines, Bmm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arcad&
Admission $4.00 {Movie)

PERSONALS

1)

WILL TRADE TWO bedroom apartment
($120) n('nr university for one bedroom
aJlttrtment or house ( npprox. $60). Cal)
after 6 pm, 242-3684. 10:.:./:-::-21'---c-,--..,...,..
INTERESTED IN MEI':TING girl with
whom I spoke with about. Jlhil Ochs. Call
243-1662 botween 6-7 J>m.':.':--10':-/"'-26.:..._--;--H.Jt~An!hrce tim-;-f~c;t;;.- Unise gradesout study tim~. ~WEI,YN WOOD READING DYNAMICS. Glass sULrL• Monday,
o~t. 27, 6~9 pm. For inlormntion call

n14T

5)

FOR SALE

PORTABLI~ STEREO for sale. GE, about

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

three years old. but it ~munds Pretty INOd.
(Sounds just 1ike n IOOW Fisher when
you're stoned.) Just layed out $12.50 to

4. For Rent

fix a HJ)l'akl"r, FO you

better

apprr.>ciatc

my price of $25. 243-0Gl!J. Leave mea ..
age f<>r Ghuck. 10/2G

- - · · -19flH 'rlUUMPH liOO Trophy. Low milen<le,
J!C)()!I rondition. $825 or he.st off<.>r. Phone
277-4279. 10/26
HH17 1\lUH'rAN~G-,-y-;cl::-lo·w--.-,;-o-oc]:--o·o-n-;d::-:it:-io-n.
Hc•st off<'!'. Cnl! 277·20R9. 10/26
WI!OLI•: I•:ARTH CATALOGS and Httpplem<'nlq, All cclit.ion". Call Mm~<lic. 243•
l4!lH, 10.12~

-;---,:------~---

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT-- TIMES STARTING _ _ __

Want Ads say it
in a Big \¥ ay!!

lltt' itlienerschnitzel

-n;;-

-i~i~ ~Ohditio~top -~;;d
other thing,, Call 344-3947. 10/21
1952 JEEPfo-u~-w1we(
after 5 pm. 299·8~64. 19/21
·- --·~----~-·-o--o•--~~-----~--

MGA-16oo

S:W-:-,-

POLISH SANDWICH

d;iy;.--(fall

vw

run:LINGooioDGE. 1969
CUll•
tom mnde. One of n kind. 24,000 miles.
Refri~crntor, stoV<>; nir... eonditioning, aki
1oC'ker."l, Perfect rondition .. Private party-.
_ Asl~i11_gJl:!£1~0... 345-1717. 10/22
1969 KASTINGER SKIIS, Nevndn toe,
<'llh]c binding~. 1811's, used one senson,
$65. Cnll 344-0654. 10/20

Churw,
Muslord
Pickel
On A Rye Bun
ENCLOSED$,_ _ __

· · ·a mral in itulf
Page 6

6)

PLACED BY~----------

PART TIM!~ SALF:s: Oood tnoney, Long
hnir ok. Cnll Stnn at 26R-3966. l0/26

7)

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Tuesday, October 20, 1970

EMPLO·:-:Y-.:-:M:::-'E:-:-N-T_ _ __

MI!4CELI,ANEOUS

NEW MEXICO INDEPENDENT P AHTY
workers urgently needed. Call 242-9767.
10/20

Page 7

MONTREAL (CPS-CUP)- The
following is the Manifesto of the
Front de Liberation Quebecois
(FLQ), a separatist, socialist
organization currently holding
British Attache James R. Cross
captive. The FLQ previously killed
Quebec Labor Minister Pierre
Laporte because their demands were
not met; Cross apparently is still
alive.
One of the FLQ's demands for
Cross' release is dissemination of this
manifesto.
It was discovered by police
authorities in August, 1970, and was
written in May,1970. The document
was obtained by the Canadian
University Press (CUP) from a
bi-lingual sister in Montreal.·
QLF Objectives
1) We want to answer the
challenge of the status quo. We want
to answer the challenge of the
businessmen who believe they can
maintain the current political and
economic system by sowing the fear
of change among the population.
To the threats of the Royal Trust
we oppose real bombs. All we are
doing is answering violence with
counter-violence.
We are defending ourselves against
the constant attacks of the
anti-worker, anti-Quebec forces that
make up the financial institutions,
the big companies, the chamber of
commerce, etc., who are all
maintained by the Liberal Party and
Trudeau-Bourassa.
2) We are attacking the economic
organs that use puppet politicians
who speak French (like Trudeau Bourassa - Drapeau) to protect their
interests, and with whom people
periodically have "dialogue" in that
phony exercise in democracyelections.
3) We are fighting this clique of
exploiters who make up the
capitalist bourgeoisie that is
dominated by Anglo-American
financiers,' and which some
ambitious French-Canadians have
been collaborating.
4) We are fighting all forms of
exploitation, the most blatant being
linguistic segregation: the necessity
to speak two languages because we
are Quebecois. Our colonist bosses who are victims of American
imperialism. We support the struggle
are responsible for this.
led
by those first exploited on this
5) We are fighting all sorts of
racisms, discrimination and continent, the Indians. We are in
segregation_ We are in solidarity with solidarity with the American blacks
and Puerto Ricans who are fighting
all struggles being waged by people Yankee
capitalism.

FLQ's Goal 011tlirted irt Manifesto:
~1zswer Challenge of Statzls Q1lo'

of information, and who are trying
to make it seem that we are the
enemies of the people of Quebec. It
is up to the free intellectuals
(freethinking) to denounce this
monopoly of information.
9) The FLQ is in solidarity with
all Quebecois movements that are
6) We are with all workers who
militating for real economic
immigrated· to Quebec and with
liberation of Quebec workers and are
whom we want to fight our common
fighting for the political
enemy: Anglo-American capitalism.
emancipation of Quebec. It will be
We want to wage the struggle for
independence or destruction.
national liberation with all workers.
Means (Moyen D'Action)
7) While supporting all trade
1) To fight the reactionary forces
union struggles, the FLQ hopes
who are effectively working against
unionzied workers will throw
the Quebec people it is urgent that
themselves vigorously into the we form a common front (front
second front. As soon as possible
commun) of all the progressive
workers' representatives must replace
forces in Quebec. It is necessary to
the people's phony representatives in
end our isolation which plays into
Parliament. When a real workers'
the hands of the establishment. We
party is created, then FLQ qill no
must continue the fight together.
longer have a reason to exist.
The enemies of our enemies are our
8) The FLQ is fighting the owners
friends.
of the means of communication
2) This common front will reunite
the numerous movements,
committees and popular associations
that are currently militating in favor
of a real democrfiCY, real economic
liberation, cultural revolution and
for independence and socialism in
Quebec.
3) The leaders of all these
movements in coordination with the
political committees of trade unions
must meet together to establish a
base together to participate in the
publishing of a manifesto and to
elaborate total strategy (strategie
globale) that will respect the
particular characteristics of each of
the movements.
4) This committPe of the common
front that will unite all the delegates
of the different movements
associations and small groups wili
orient action, co ordmatP and
mobilize for it. To do this it can:
"Work for the diffusion of
documentation and furnish analysis
and propaganda;
_,_
''Organize r<~aceful
demonstrations (manifestations
pacifiques), the aim of which is to
politicize large numbers of people;
"Contact militant trade unionists
put themselws at the service of
and
(moyen d'axxinformation) who are workers'
strugglps;
trying to make us believe that the
the politieal action of
current government serves all of the"Explain
FLQ."
society. The current government
5) Help the Front de Liberation
serves only those who finance it.
to diffuse this manifPsto
Quebecois
We are fighting these eapitalists
in your area and explain the political
who monopolize all the major means objectivt•s
of the FLQ.
I

Females Face Med. School Bias
Admission Regulations Stiffer, Report Finds

I

I

I
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By FLOYD NORRIS
WASHINGTON (CPS)- The usually make no provision for awards we sentimentally observe
first study of the attitudes of U.S. pregnancy, expecting the student the notion that conception is an
medical schools toward women to lose as little time as possible. act of God."
Baylor University College of
students has concluded that there Kaplan concludes that "the most
startling and frequent Medicine comments that "if
is widespread discrimination in
observations from many schools
admission and a callous attitude among which are some of "th~ necessary, the woman with
children is given as much
toward the problems of those
most progressive and highly flexibility as is practical in the
women who are admitted,
The study, conducted by regarded ones in the world, is that arrangement of courses of study,
Professor Harold I. Kaplan of the most pregnant medical students, but pregnancy is no substitute for
New York College of Medicine, is after bearing a child, return to a aca d ernie achievement and
published in the September issue full academic schedule in from ultimate qualification."
The University of Alberta
of "The Woman Physician" the three days to two weeks; this
journal of the American M~dical observation, taken for granted by apparently believes that only
Women's Assn. He sent the medical schools, skirts the married mothers can go without
issue that such a post-partum l'est after childbirth, stating "If a
questionnaires to all medical recovery
period is inadequate for medical student becomes pregnant
schools in the United States and
a
woman
and potentially during her medical school year,
Canada, receiving replies from dangerous to her
health.
her educational process is not
well ove1· 95 percent of the
"Furthermore,"
Kaplan affected. If she is married she has
schools.
continues, "the unstated reason
Only nine percent of American for students returning to work her baby; if she is single we ask
doctors are women, a figure which after such an inadequately short her to leave the school, have her
is drastically lower than the recovery period is usually because baby and return and we would fit
corresponding figures in both there has been no provision made her into the program at an
i
easter and western Europe. For for their absense and they fear appropriate level."
The callous treatment of the
example, 24 percent of British that they will lose the academic
doctors and 65 percent of Russian year's credit if they stay out pregnant medical student is
physicians are women.
unmatched in the rest of the
longer."
Free phones are just a few feet
world. Kaplan writes, "The fact is
Kaplan found that one reason
away
"'but apparently this UNM
Kaplan's conclusion is backed
for this is prejudice against by numerous comments from that educational conditions and
student prefers to speak with his
women medical students on the medical schools, which generally climate appear to be considerably
coed in the old Shakespearean <,t,
Romeo
part of the schools that train see the problem as being the more humane, intelligent and
manner. This scene occurred in
them. One western medical school student's, not the school's. The flexible outside the United States
front of Hokona Hall. UNM
stated, "In this school we have University of Texas Medical
(please turn to page 4)
Police, however, didn't approve
not been overly impressed with
and chased him away.
the women that have been Branch at Galveston, after
admitted to medicine even though explaining that women with
academically they arc entirely children "tend to be discouraged"
from applying, writes " ... if the
satisfactory."
student
becomes pregnant the
Although single women are not
typcial
course
of events is for her
very welcome, Kaplan found that
to
lose
as
little
as three days and
MONTREAL (UPI)- Pierre the square to hold back the
married women, especially if they
place for security reasons.
have children, are even less sought as much as 10 days from classes as Laporte, murdered by public_
In St. Lambert, the quiet
a
result
of
childbirth
...
We
have
French-Canadian
terrorists,
went
after. "We have admitted a few
Newsmen Barred
Montreal
suburb where Laporte
found
it
almost
inevitable
that
we
to
his
grave
Tuesday
attended
by
married women without
Newsmen were barred from the was kidnaped off his front lawn
have
a
visit
to
the
Student
Loan
the
leaders
of
his
nation
and
his
children," writes one school, "but
funeral and burial at the request by FLQ gunmen, Mayor James K.
our experience with them has Office for an additional loan or a people-the Quebecois-behind a
of Laporte's widow, Francoise. Stewart, tears in his eyes, told a
been almost uniformly poor. At scholarship, generally a few wall of guards who mingled the
She
resisted the government's plan city council meeting the street
the present we have refused to mo.nths before the baby comes, machinegun with the cross.
for
a state funeral for her where. Laporte lived would be
Laporte's funeral and burial
admit married women with occasionally immediately
husband,
hailed by officials of the renamed "Laporte Street."
afterwards. Again we have been so took place behind the most
children."
government
as a martyr in the
Police still worked over the
When medical schools do far fairly liberal on this if the elaborate security precautions
cause
of
Canadian
unity,
green
and white frame bungalc>!,.lr..
student
is
in
good
standing;
Montreal
has
ever
seen.
accept women students, they
Trudeau and some members of in the suburb of St. Hubert, where
although I suppose in making such
A grim-faced Prime Minister
his cabinet came by helicopter Laporte was held for a week and
Pierre Trudeau walked
from
Ottawa to the funeral. then strangled and stabbed
determinedly ahead of his security
Officials concealed the landing through the heart.
force, deliberately exposing
himself as he cooly surveyed the
crowd with a challenging stare.
Trudeau, repottedly ignoring
"After the students were so
warnings from his own guards, led
upset," Wollman continued "I
the parade of about 250 federal,
talked with Professor Baugh~an
Quebec provincial and Montreal
and discovered he was unclear
"At this school a callous attitude does not prevaiL" Assistant
officials attending the funeral of
about the effects his statement
Dean Diane J. Klepper of the UNM Medical School said she never
had on the class."
Laporte, the Quebec labor
has had the misfortune to have been associated with schools
minister slain while a hostage of
In the retraction Baughman
practicing widespread discrimination.
the separatist Front de Liberation
encouraged all students who
Klepper said, "It's true statistically that women are not as apt to
du Quebec (FLQ).
disagreed with him to speak with
go into medicine as men." She noted, however, that because women
him personally.
Police intensified the hunt for
aren't as numerous in the medical profession as men doesn't
the FLQ terrorists who still held
Another chapter is concluded
necessarily imply women aren't as capable of handling a doctor's
British Trade Commissioner James
in the continuing saga of English
responsibilities. She said, "Wo-'!len hav~ generally. been eivcrted to
R. Cross, kidnaped 15 days ago.
Professor Ernest Baughman versus
different interests such as gettmg marrted and bemg mothers. But
City and provincial police,
the "ugly culture." Before his
medicine can be a very satisfying career if a woman is willing to
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
work hard."
"American
Life and Thought
and a force from the 4000 federal
Class" Baughman gave an
Klepper said there has been little interest in the past to tailoring
troops mobilized to guard the city
explanation of his asceticism and
training schedules and job opportunities to women's needs. But, she
against FLQ terrorists ringed the
the
thoughts leading him to
said the UNM Medict~l School is prepared to help women medical
church and the Place D'Armes
confine
long-hairs to a segment of
students and male students with unusual family responsibilities
over which it stands,
the room out of view.
(divorced male student with child, or pregnant female student),
Troops clustered on the steps
Donna Hughart, a former
"Provisions would be made here for a woman to make up any
of the church with
student, said Baughman issued his
time lost due to pregnancy. The attitude throughout the school is to
'.
. -~'
submachineguns and radios. Fixed
apology about three weeks ago
go out of the way to make provisions for such situations," said
bayonets glittered on the rifles of and said he had felt those with an
Klepper. She said all considerations would be made on an individual
those in the square.
unkempt appearance might
basis and scheduling would have to be divised to prevent additional
The funeral cortege, 40 cars "hamper a well-functioning class."
work loads for other resident house staff members (graduates
long, was preceded by squads of
At the first class meeting in
working at Bernalillo County Medical Center). "We don't want to
motorcycle policemen, red lights September
Baughman said he
increase the workload of anyone. That could cause resentment."
flashing and the casket was wanted those with long hair and
Klepper said the UNM Medical School is as progressive along these
followed into the church by his otherwise unkempt appearance to
lines as most medical schools.
widow, and his two daughters, 20 sit in a specific corner of the
Some changes in the facilities and programs have been made since
The enrollment in Baughman's
and 10 years old.
room. The students objected, and course dropped sharply, Wollman
Klepper came to UNM. ~ot only are individual P~':g~ams availa~le to
A man in his late 60's, among
with the help of ASUNM
meri and women medtcal , students, but fac1htJes for res1dent
the
approximately 2000 persons President Eric Nelson gathered said. Of the 45 students who
graduates studying specialties at the BCMC have been made.
gathered in the square, fainted written statements of complaints registered about 20 remain.
Overnight female housing has been provided in the medical center
"The student government is not
against one of the steel fences from about 25 percent of the
for women resident doctors scheduled f'or duty overnight. Klepper
erected by the army to hold back class. These were presented to going to take any further actiow
said "When 1 got here the men had sle'eping quarters in the hospital
unless the issue comes up again "
the public.
Dean of Arts and Sciences Nelson said.
but 'the women had to go and find somewhere to sleep-an empty
' '
Laporte was buried in the Cote Nathaniel Wollman.
had somewhere. Now we have separt~te sleeping and restroom
. The channels through which a
Des
Neiges
(snowy
slopes)
facilities."
Wollman said the situation that
cemetery on Mount Royal, the existed in the class was one of student may seek redress for
The UNM Medical School has more than the national avere of
hill that gave Montreal its name misunderstanding between alleged infringment on his rights
women students enrolled. This year there are 19 women students
nnd ovel'looks the city, now the students and the professor. "The as a student is presently being
out of a class of 153 future doctors.
center of the struggle over which students felt Professor Baughman considered by a sub-committee of
To get women actively interested in medicine as a professional,
Laporte died-the future role of was making specific demands on the All- University Governance
Klepper said "more will have to be done. If you can find the right
French Canada and its people, the them. I don't think he had this Committee. Wollman expressed
woman intc~asted in career or career and family both, she should be
the difficulty of finding a code of
proud "Quebecois" of the objective in mind. He had no behavior.
encour~ged. More women would practice medicine if jobs were Canadian
nation.
power or authority to penalize a
available requiring a set number of work hours so the woman could
"The problem is how we reach
Police
with dogs scoured the student who did not abide by
spend time to take care of family responsibilities."
some
code of behavior without
church before the services for these standards."
As far as medical education goes, Klepper said, "Some medical
creating it," Wollman said. "It is
persons
hidde11
in
the
building,
"The freaks were afraid they difficult and perhaps undesirable
school administrations just aren't willing to make any
and
checked
manholes
and
sewe1·
would
be academically
considerations, so they don't think encouraging women students is
lines in the Place D'Armes in front discriminated against," Hughart to fashion such a code which may
worthwhile."
restrict. freedom. It is a very
of it. Steel fences were erected in said.
touchy thing."
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Quebecois, Trudeau Bury Laporte

Women Get Fair Shake

Med School Unbiased

Be11za..
•
P011Ing
y 0 ur
•
Conscience

B PHIL BACA
Y
1) H o w many of you have
contributed time and effort to go
down to your city slums to help the
poor and u~derpriyilegedby cleaning
and upgradmg therr areas; have takeQ
~he time to talk t~ the pe~pt~ 'livinl}
m that ar~a ~d trte<Mo revttahze t~l} .
latent prtde m themselves and thelt
community; have'ta:kentime to tutor

the school aged in their difficult
subjects; have taken the time to visit other drugs; or are spending part of
our city and county jails and talked your earning or allowance on some
to prisoners and encouraged them to type of drug; or spent aU afternoon
giving them hope and faith in at your Union snack bar drinking
cokes and coffee philosophyzing on
themselves?
what should be done about the
2) How many of you have
oppressed?
contributed your time and efforts to
5) How many of you have
participate in a student strike which
ended up by destroying part of your protested bitterly against U.S.
campus and injuring many of your involvement in the civil war in South
fellow students; have taken the time Vietnam; against our planes
to prepare for this strike by tutoring destroying a portion of South
others in disruptive procedures; Vietnam's tillable land; against our
expended the energy required to bombing war supply manufacturing
prevent your fellow students from cities in North Vietnam, at time
exercising their right to attend class? hitting residential areas; against our
invasion of Cambodia; against the
3) How many of you have
contributed money to help peoJ?le in U.S. Southeast Asian policy?
6) How many of you have
slums by starting a co-op credit
protested
·bitterly against North
union or helped pay the cost of
remodeling their homes; or donated Vietnam's (NV) involvement in the
money to help some family in civil war in South Vietnam; against
distress in your city; or given your NV troops attacking hospitals,
extra change to help the people in schools, orphanages and churches in
Peru during their recent earthquake a hit-and-run fashion; against NV
disaster; or donated money to your troops entering and destroying
local Community Chest, Quebrar, anti-Viet Cong villages ana subjecting'
Care or other philanthropic the village chief to inhuman torture
organizations?
and death; against NV storing
4) How many of you have spent ·gig an tic arsenals of weapons in
your money doWn 'l'it the'local ,bar. Cambodia and the DMZ for future
drin.I,dng ~nd ·discussing the plight of use against Southeast Asia people;
the pe:or and ilederprivileged; or against NC Southeast Asian policy?
If you answered one, three and six
gbne to a rock festival and spent
"nay/' ~tld two, four and five "aye,"
money lavishly on grass, pot and
then you are a hypocrite.

Lobo
Letter
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The Lobo welcomes letters""to
the editor. All h~tters must be no
longer than 250 words
typewritten and double spaced:
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for
publication. Names will not be
:vithheld upon request. If a letter
IS from a group, please include a
name, telephone number and
address of a group member. The
letter will carry that name plus
the name of the group.
'
The Lobo will publish letters
as space and the number of
letters received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes
~ertlas. Bernas are unsolicited
srgned guest editorials which d~
n~t ~ece s sarily reflect the
edttonal policy of The Lobo or
the policy of ASUNM GSA or
UNM. Bernas may be a~y .length, 1
~ut, m.ay be cut due ·to space '
hmttatrous.
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For Remarks
On LongHair
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